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PUZZLES
SUDOKU

5-16-19

outlined boxes, called cages, must
combine using the given operation
(in any order) to produce the target
numbers in the top-left corners.

O Each row and each column must
O The numbers within the heavily

O Freebies: Fill in single-box cages with
the number in the top-left corner.

KenKen® is a registered trademark of
KenKen Puzzle LLC. ©2019 KenKen
Puzzle LLC. All rights reserved. Dist. by
Andrews McMeel Syndication. www.kenken.com

contain the numbers 1 through 4
(easy) or 1 through 6 (challenging)
without repeating.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
THURSDAY, MAY 16, 2019
Strive for perfection. Put your reputation
and status on the line, and show everyone
what you are capable of doing. You will
reach your goal if you are diligent about the
way you go about doing things.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Participate in events that are geared toward
spending time with friends. What you
discover by working alongside others to
achieve a common goal will encourage you
to make personal changes.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Don’t
settle for less or give in to someone who is
trying to talk you out of your hard-earned
cash or pushing you to settle for something
you don’t want.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Take
pride in what you do. Look for opportunities to use your skills differently. Consider a
partnership carefully.

CLASSIC COMICS
ZIGGY

By Tom Wilson HERMAN

By Jim Unger

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Don’t
let anger take over when you should be
channeling your energy into something
more constructive. If you want to make a
change, make positive adjustments.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Trust and
believe in yourself, not someone who is
looking out for his or her own interest. Put
your faith and your energy into making
physical changes or improving your living
arrangements.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Take part
in events that can help you advance or offer
valuable information and knowledge. A consistent and reliable approach will help you
build a strong brand.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Share
only enough information to avoid getting
into trouble. Listen to offers, but negotiate
on your own behalf.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Keep
moving forward. Make positive changes
that excite you and give you reason to follow your heart and pursue your dreams.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Don’t give in to hogwash. Don’t take an
expensive detour; stay on course until you
reach your destination. Put your money in a
safe place, and keep your personal information well hidden.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
How you handle personal matters will make
a difference to how well you do personally
and professionally. Achieving greater stability and security will put you at ease and lead
to improved relationships.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Size
up whatever situation you face, and be
reluctant to put your money into something
that will benefit someone else. Know your
strengths and weaknesses, and focus on
doing what you do best.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You
can be optimistic without being foolish.
When it comes to financial matters, stick to
what you can afford, and don’t let anyone
coax you into excessive situations.
By Eugenia Last
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ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY

ARLO & JANIS

FRANK & ERNEST

By Mort Walker

By Jimmy Johnson

By Thaves

1 Demanding
6 Who said “A
woman’s perfume
tells more about
her than her
handwriting”
10 Croque-monsieur
ingredient
13 ___ View
(streaming site)
14 “Dies ___”
15 Beer purchase
16 Kind of alcohol
17 “The Twits”
author
18 Nike rival
19 Ornately decorated
money?
22 Perfervid
25 Snowcapped, say
26 March meant to
end a drought?
30 Oven handle?
31 Adamant refusal
32 Mistake
indicator
35 Yellow card
displayers
36 Lists of commands
37 Building site
code?
38 AC/DC single with
the lyric “Watch
me explode”
39 Israeli president
who was the
author of 11 books
40 Commotion
41 Bumper version
of a cart?
44 Fireplace
receptacle
46 Beginnings
47 What the trees
by Walden Pond
provided?

PUZZLE BY BRENDAN EMMETT QUIGLEY

51 Frequently
cosplayed sci-fi
character
52 Socially aware,
modernly
53 Yellowish
color
57 Bend over
backward
58 Some
59 Member of an
early 20th-century
French art
movement
60 Pick up
61 [Been there,
done that]
62 Let go

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

B.C.

By Mastroianni & Hart

DOWN

1 A word before
you go
2 ___ milk
3 “I’m trying to work
here”
4 Vegan source of
protein
5 Four-time
Grammy-winning
gospel singer
Adams
6 Mischievous
trick
7 Modern locale of
ancient Sumer
8 Home to
Interstates H-1,
H-2 and H-3
9 Takes a refresher
course in
10 Plan (for)
11 Like some
elephants
12 George ___,
general at
the Battle of
Chancellorsville
15 Wrist bones
20 Way on Waze:
Abbr.
21 Sheep’s cry
22 Not with the group
23 Noodle soup

24 New addition to
the team
27 Guy in a restaurant
28 Didn’t just rent
29 Galvanize
33 “Could you turn
on the AC?”
34 Weapons for the
X-Man Wolverine
36 Dissolve
37 It was once drawn
on the street
39 Ballet move
40 Quarterback’s
option
42 She played
Mrs. Which in
2018’s “A Wrinkle
in Time”
43 What might have a
crush on you?
44 America’s first
ICBM
45 ___ Khan, tiger in
“The Jungle Book”
48 Tucson school,
informally
49 Twist
50 Cut
54 Strawberry or
peach
55 She was tempted
56 Visibly ashamed

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.

